
Los Angeles Unified School District 
Local District 2  

Parent Collaborative Advisory Committee 
Wednesday, May 5, 2010 

Minutes 
Recorded by Marianela Sardelich, Parent Community Facilitator 

 
Members Present: 
 
The meeting was call to order at 8:40 by Sandra Lopez-Caukin because Chairperson had 
emergency and is on her way. Pledge of Allegiance was led by Mr. Gus Aranda. 
 
Mrs. Alma Pena-Sanchez Presentation on Instructional Focus: Mrs. Sanchez welcomed 
the members and thanked them for their presence. She also thanked them for the PCAC’s 
presentation at the Principals’ meeting in April. We need to have a conversation to 
improve for next year. She also mentioned that we wanted to give the members a good 
breakfast and apologized and promised a better one for June. The purpose of what she 
shared with Principals in April was to have them go back and build an urgency with their 
staff and inform them about the lists that are coming out; it is essential to educate our 
entire school community. The question to ask school community is: What do you want 
for your school? Every house has to answer that question. If we got in a list, how do we 
get off? All these lists come from CST, API and basically the standards (how we teach 
them, how they are being tested, and results from standards). We have to build 
community in our schools. We do not need to play games, we have to be together. If not, 
the academic progress does not happen, then you get on a list, and then become a focus 
school, or the district decides to open it up to become charter. The question should be in 
everything school: if we do not want to be taken over, what do we need to do to avoid it. 
Our job is to work best for our kids. This information is a history of how all this reform 
started. 
 
All this reform started last August with a Board member resolution. But this is not only 
happening in our LAUSD but in our entire nation. Our Secretary of Education Arnee 
Duncan has priorities: make sure our K-12 students are prepared to succeed in college 
and that our nation has the most college graduates in the world by 2020. States cannot get 
these funds unless they meet certain objectives. Two states met these assurances: 
Delaware and another state. They must adopt rigorous standards, but he wants same 
national standards for all states. Mrs. Sanchez shared a PowerPoint presentation listing 
the Department of Education’s Assurances from the States, which listed four criteria. 
 
Our Board looked at data last August and presented the Public School Choice Resolution 
to open the lowest achieving schools and any new schools to Charter and private 
operators. Out of twelve focus schools in all of LAUSD, the only one that fell into this 
category in Local District 2 was San Fernando Middle School. Three new schools in 
Local District 2 had to open up to those operators that wrote the best plans for operation. 
The state’s list of 5% persistently low performing schools was shared. Mrs. Sanchez also 
shared other lists that guide our Single Plan that show our accountability. The state and 
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federal government are just asking us to do our job. The lists are making the information 
public and they are showing the parts that should be listed in our Single Plan. 
 
Mrs. Sanchez also shared her evaluation by Superintendent Ramon Cortines, she thinks 
of him as her mentor. She said she had her first evaluation with him and he asked her: 
Which are the focus schools in which you are using specific strategies to meet their 
targets? When she answered, Mr. Cortines was not satisfied and sent her negative 
feedback. She called Dr. Morris and he said that Mr. Cortines sent the information to 
everyone in the District. She decided to redo her evaluation presentation and identify 
specific schools that needed more time and attention and raised her objectives. She took 
the data from each accountability from the least successful elementary schools, middle 
schools, and high schools in mathematics and ELA, and the schools that kept on showing 
in each list became part of a list of schools that needed the most focus; the result is Local 
District 2 Strategic Support Groups called Collaborative Learning Groups for Early 
Education Centers, Elementary Schools, Middle Schools, High Schools, and 
Continuation High Schools. She went back and got an improved evaluation from 
Superintendent Cortines. This year we will have to write a plan for new high school, 
which will have four independent high schools within the same structure. It is different 
from Small Learning Academies. 
 
Mrs. Sanchez also shared lists of schools that show from the most achieving to lowest 
achieving schools and said she could duplicate those for the members. 
 
Virginia Rios suggested that Mrs. Sanchez provide a presentation to parents about the 
new laws in education. Ana de Jesus made a comment that parents must participate and 
make recommendations at their schools. 
 
Parliamentarian Gus Aranda reminded the members to refrain from making comments 
back and forth and to stay on the agenda. Chairperson Christine Provencio clarified that 
this committee has had presentations on truancy. 
 
Mrs. Sanchez shared the budget for Local District 2 for 2010-2011. Operating costs have 
been cut by 50%. For example, paying for buses might have to be cut. Mrs. Sanchez 
shared details on five funding sources including funds from the federal government under 
Title I, the state’s funding sources, and the district’s general funds.  
 
Mrs. Caukin mentioned that the budget was presented to the CEAC committee yesterday 
(May 4, 2010) and next week the budget will be presented to the ELAC committee. 
 
Mrs. Sanchez said that Local District 2 will have to cut at least four people. Central pays 
for some personnel. If we have 30 people, less four, equals 26, and if Central funds eight, 
we would have 34 people working at the local district. Mrs. Sanchez showed the budget 
breakdown for local district 2. She also informed the members that local district 2 will be 
moving to a district owned location, where a pre-school had previously been located, 
across Polytechnic High School, adjacent to the new Byrd MS campus by mid July, 2010. 
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Minutes were read by members in silence. Virginia Ramos made a correction to the 
Spanish translation to correct “Secretario de Educacion” instead of “Ecuacion.” Cross out 
“was” to say “that” in English version. Add a sentence “early start and balance 
calendars.”  Magdalena Valles made first motion, seconded by Maria Obando. Motion 
passed. 
 
Chairperson Christine Provencio presented her report. She mentioned some designated 
funds available for specific purposes. She went to a state conference as an alternate. 
There will be meetings in Sacramento that are important. Department of Education does 
not translate documents so she cannot pass the information only in English. Mrs. Sanchez 
will bring us  Mrs. Caukin clarified that we are only authorized to translate District 
documents but we do not have permission to translate state documents. Mrs. Provencio 
asked for permission to have her PowerPoint translated to Spanish. She mentioned 
student compacts, but parents must provide input also. She is keeping an eye on the 
feeder schools to San Fernando High School that offers the Project Grad Program. When 
we sit as a complex and look at the feeder schools, it makes us sad when we do not see 
active parent participation, no parent centers. If parents do not come to school meetings, 
how will their children succeed? We surveyed parents, asking them what keeps them 
from coming to school? Parent involvement is very important. 
 
Michelle La Porte, Parent Representative, piggy back Mrs. Provencio’s comment saying 
she only saw five children in an intervention class. She also apologized because she was 
not aware she was still a representative to PCAC and had missed some meetings. 
 
Mrs. Provencio mentioned Title X and how we are doing with children that benefit under 
that program. Are students in your complex receiving those benefits? She promised to 
bring that information at a future meeting. Parent Collaborative has moved their calendar.  
Motion to extend meeting for five more minutes was made by Jenny Zelada, seconded by 
Ana de Jesus. Motion passed. 
 
Mrs. Virginia Rios read her report on Parent Collaborative from Central. Chairperson 
asked for clarification that the Board met, but this document is in a draft form and cannot 
be duplicated. Mrs. Rios shared a lot of information on the many meetings she attended. 
Copies for the membership will be made for next month’s meeting. 
 
Mrs. Provencio mentioned that there will have to be re-elections in some complexes 
because 
 
Mr. Hayashida motioned to close the meeting at 10:43 a.m., Jenny Zelada seconded. The 
motion passed. 
 


